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Abstract: This article will help to aware and know few online educational   websites. It is very 

useful for their career development and further credit improvement These interactive tools to 

help us learners whatever they wish to learn. It also includes printed materials, audio and video   

and multimedia content and student forum. It helps to learn easily and enthusiastic   in its nature. 
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Introduction: 

Online educational resources between universities and educational organizations in the use and 

production, to find effective online methods to support teachers and students, we had a universal 

agreement in favour of a certain way of making things by collaborating and sharing as 

established by the success of open source. Recent years have witnessed considerable progress in 

the area of universe of primary education in India. The nation has crossed the 50 percent mark 

with regards to literacy. Nevertheless, it still has the distinction of having the largest amount of 

illiterates in the world. Although there has been a considerable increase in the infrastructure of 

the education sector, the goal of providing basic education to all still remains a distant dream. In 

the changing scenario, there is a growing need to realize the importance of libraries in fulfilling 

the mission of “Education for All” by AD 2000. Hence our policy planners need to deliberate on 

this issue of utmost importance. 

India’s manpower with access to education and technology will enable it to appear as a power in 

Asia. Computer made a belated entry into our country and since then India has not been able to 

keep pace with development in other countries only 0.1 percent of the population uses computers 

as compared with the US’s 24 percent Japan’s 8 percent Germany’s 9 Percent and Singapore’s 

10 %. The planners and policy makers, of those responsible for the implementation of plans at 

the central, state and local levels must decide how to cope with this situation. 

Online   educational tools helps to cultivate the habit of learning in the field of education. It is 

very useful in scholars and teaching community, who are working as teachers in Universities and 

colleges. It is most useful to know the various types of available material to their need study. The 

usage of these tools is to abroad   people for all over the world. This paper will focus on some 

useful online education tools to support for their   all round learning. 
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Code academy 

The people  belongs to the computer science and technology to upgrade their level of career, 

project and programming. This is the right place for learning to start. Apply the programme and 

courses try one or two exercise to join the community there are 45 millions of people learning 

and sharing their ideas to worldwide.  There are more training available in the paths, web 

development data science code foundations machine learning fundamentals and data structures. 

 

Khan academy 

Khan academy to provide free and world class education to anyone and everywhere. It is one of 

the nonprofit organizations to achieve greater than learning outcome is the impact of khan 

academy. It provides mathematics, science, economics, finance, computer science and 

technology arts and humanities and other leading test preparation and practices. 
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Academic earths 

Most of the college  students earning credits towards their degree. One in every five students 

take at least one class online since 2014, 5.8 million college students were taking   distance 

learning opportunities to reach their goals. It is offered by accredited colleges with different 

topics, interest and concentrations. Find what you need your learning to get started today. 

 

 

Coursera  

Coursera for Business helps you take your talent to the next level with online courses from the 

world’s best universities.  
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Let’s started and design the right training solutions for your teams. Coursera is the best online 

courses with business people helps to take the talent to the next level from the world best 

universities. It provides the right training solutions to the business teams.  It provides universal 

access to the world’s best education offering partners with top most universities and organization 

to offer online courses. 

 

EDX 

Edx offers world top peak universities like massachusets Institute of technology, Harvard 

University, Berkerly University of  California, The University of Texas  system ,The Hong Kong 

polytechnic college, the University of British Columbia offered the popular online courses of 

wonderful subjects like computer science, Languages, data science, engineering, Business 

management and Humanities. 

 

 

Open to study: 

Accredited university courses by open universities of Australia, is the proud to owner of the 

open2study course, It take your interest to further, there are 140 courses offered online through 

leading Australian universities it is fit for your wish. 
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Swayam: 

 

 

Swayam stands for study webs of Active-Learning for Young Aspiring Minds.  Swayam is an 

instrument for self apprizing opportunity for lifelong learners. Here learners can choose from the 

hundreds of courses offered by the best teachers all over the world. It is very helpful for getting 

their credit by the academic people. Swayam  programme   initiated by the Government of India 

to achieve the education policy viz access, equity and quality. It is also accessed from 9th 

standard to till post graduation to be accessed anyone, anywhere at any time. It is available free 

of cost to the residents in India. The swayam are in 4 quadrants, video lecture, printed reading 

material, self assessment tests and online  discussion forum, for clearing the doubts. It is full of 

learning experience enriched with audio/video and multimedia with pedagogy technology. 

Swayam platform is developed by Ministry of Human Resource and Development (MHRD) and 

All India Council for Teacher Education (AICTE) with the help of Microsoft. 

NPTEL:   

National Programme for Technology Enhanced Learning is one of the Engineering and 

Technology online learning platform. 19428  more than video offered by NPTEL. There are 

more than 171 million views. 5 lakh plus subscribers.35% of Indian people participated and 

benefited according to the worldwide. There are four types of certificates issued namely 

participation, successfully completed, Elite, Elite & Gold. There are 4497 female candidates and 

9003 male candidates were certified by NPTEL. Male and female candidates are equally 

participated and benefited it is the highlight of this programme. It is also benefited to students to 
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access 900 courses of NPTEL users can download and copy for the prescribed course. Clear 

information  about the upcoming courses. A mentor is guiding for students. It is also eligible for 

scholarship and other payments. It is also motivated to fellow student with their group work. 

 

Conclusion: 

The aim  of the open online courses give more information about the particular concept and 

topic. It is very useful to know about the trend, teaching and multidimensional technology. It is 

also available open access for anyone anywhere at   any time to provide a great opportunity to 

support learning about whatever they wish to learn. This paper helps to identify the online open 

course material for further development and study. This paper also highlighted the interactive 

tools designed to aid students and professionals with their online research and knowledge 

enhanced and enhanced with their specific subjects. 
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